Personification of Abstract Nouns: Ms. Schiff’s class. Please MLA your paper!

**Personification of Abstract Nouns**

Please answer any and all questions in **complete sentences** for full credit. These responses should sound like a story or a personal add when they are done correctly. Make your answers **thoughtful and creative**. You will be sharing your response with the class.

| Definition of Personification: |
| Description of a Noun: |
| Definition of Abstract: |

**Abstract noun of choice:_______________________**

Where does _______________ live?

What are his/her goals in life?

What is his/her favorite color?

How does he/she spend the weekend?

What are his/her hobbies?

Who are his/her best friends (use other abstract nouns)?

Who are his/her enemies (use other abstract nouns)?

How does he/she treat others?
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Attempt #2

Abstract noun of choice: _______________________

Where does _______________ live?

What are his/her goals in life?

What is his/her favorite color?

How does he/she spend the weekend?

What are his/her hobbies?

Who are his/her best friends?

Who are his/her enemies?

How does he/she treat others?

Draw a picture of both abstract nouns you chose!